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Over the course of roughly 20 years Neil Goldberg has created a poetic body of work that is unified more by ideas than a singular visual style. His
ongoing interest in moments of vulnerability has motivated him to create surreptitious photographic portraits of individuals who just missed the train
and to film shoppers circling a salad bar as they decide what to eat. Goldberg also draws on material from his own life, often to powerful and
haunting effect. For instance, after his father died, Goldberg cast his father's hearing aid in gold and filled his Toyota with autumn leaves that
appear to pour out from every door.
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My Father's Camry Filled with Leaves, 2009 (inkjet print)
In his new solo exhibition, One Version of Events, on view at Participant Inc. (253 E. Houston in Manhattan) through May 24th, Goldberg focuses
loosely on eating and being eaten, this time including more visible brutality than one generally encounters at the salad bar. In one series of drawings
he envisions various wild animals devouring him and his loved ones. And in the central video installation, One Version of Events No. 5 (Spheres),
he depicts countless portraits of predator and prey, caught in the moment that one has locked its jaws around the other's neck. The pairs of animals
drift gently through a quiet black void, contained within austere bubbles. These images begin to feel at once sorrowful, tender, and even humdrum.
In another video installation from the same series, Goldberg features a wolf in pursuit of an elk. But the two animals gradually become more
abstract, transforming into simple forms outlined in white. And by the time the inevitable capture occurs, they read simply as amoeba-like blobs
merging, or two mapped regions with undulating borders, a pair shifting territories that join.

One Version of Events No. 3 (Five Chases), 2015, HD video, duration variable
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For a piece very different in tone, though no more appetizing, the video Shit Hunt finds Goldberg himself as a pursuer of another sort; the artist
hustles down the streets of New York, on the lookout for dogs who have just defecated so that he can ask their owners if he can buy the droppings
for $5. According to Goldberg, many New Yorkers declined his handsome offer and even those who agreed to it tended to pause for a moment to
stare bemusedly at the money in their hand, apparently wondering how to feel about the exchange that had just taken place. He made a policy of
replying, "I'd rather not say" whenever someone asked what he intended to do with the poop.

Shit Hunt, 2014 to 2015, HD video 2 min and 30 sec

I recently visited Goldberg in his Lower East Side studio, where we spoke about his work.
VICE: You've dealt with eating before in your work.
Neil Goldberg: Yes, in Salad Bar. I just find that moment so tender, on one hand. I love watching people giving their order to a waiter or waitress.
Maybe that will be the next project. There's something kind of open and needy and touching and vulnerable on their faces.
On everyone's face? Aren't there some demanding customers out there?
I guess I'm thinking of the people I choose to eat with! I'm sure some people are likeWhy isn't the food I have yet to order already here?
But this show deals with animals eating each other. What brought you to focus on this exchange, and on these moments of going in for
the kill?
I think the fundamental structure of life, as pertains to our need to eat, has always been horrifying and borderline unbelievable to me. I always say:
imagine if there were a Hollywood science fiction pitch meeting. The screenwriter says to the producer OK, there's this planet and on this planet
there are creatures that chase each other. Every now and again one creature catches another, tears its body apart, and puts that body inside its
own. Can't you just imagine the producer saying OK, but can't you bring it down a little bit? The fact that life involves, inevitability, one organism
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overriding another's will to live—and that being built into the structure of life—has always felt incredibly powerful to me.
In the videos and images from your show, it seems that the categories of predator and prey dissolve in a way.
That's a good way to put it. There's a moment of disinterest in the eyes of predators. A kind of blasé attitude at a certain point. And it feels like
there's almost a type of relenting or resignation on the face of the prey, though I realize I'm projecting.
I was the kid who was depressed for a month when I saw Old Yeller and Old Yeller gets shot. So this is partly a way for me to deal with this intrinsic
horror. I was talking to this astrophysicist, Michelle Thaller, and I asked her about eating. She said, "we're all atoms." And she didn't put it this way,
but the gist was that eating is a technicality—in that the fundamental building blocks never change. Atoms don't change. So this fluidity between
predator and prey is meant to get at the idea of this constant exchange of our composition.
Why did you choose to put these images inside of bubbles? Inside of these glass-like spheres?
It was mostly an intuitive decision—I know that word 'intuitive' is suspect. But I think I was trying to vignette these couples. Much of the show is
about relationships and couples, in a weird way. It was a way to frame these pairs and I wanted to suggest the cosmically infinite. There's
something about the way that moment speaks to something about the structure of the universe, of our known world. Another thing this astronomer
talked about was the way galaxies and universes will consume each other.
This footage of chases was taken from what, documentaries?
Yeah, all from the Internet. There's something about the low-res quality of the images that feels like it supports what I'm trying to communicate about
these dissolving bodies.
Well, it echoes the idea of going to an atomic level. The pixels are these little units that make up an image.
Yes! I love that.

She's a Talker, 1993, single channel video

And had you done stuff with animals before?
My first video project was called She's a Talker. It was 90 gay men, from all 5 boroughs, combing their cats and saying, "she's a talker."
Many artists work from the personal, but the choice not to erase an autobiographical origin in one's work feels particular to me. Can you
talk about this choice to include the element of the personal in much of your work?
As much as I don't connect to the term conceptual, there's not really a novelistic impulse in my work. My work is rooted in experience. I'm not
interested in creating fiction. That's not because I disparage it as a form. It's just not the way my mind works. So I use the literal as a conduit to
something that is maybe less specific. My students are often saying, "Memoir is too personal. People won't be able to relate to it." But I actually
think the more personal it is, the more people will relate to it. So the reason I don't obscure the autobiographical nature of the work is because I
think it paradoxically allows for a richer identification.
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The Gay Couples of Whole Foods, 2013 to 2015, series of 45 inkjet prints on archival paper
Despite a common assumption that anything directly relating to personal experience is somehow limited and narcissistic.
Yes, or sentimental. I feel like I'm doing my Wallenda tightrope walk over a chasm of sentimentality. It's also harder to disown work that is
unambiguously rooted in the personal.
In a sense you're not putting yourself in the position of "the creator" when working with autobiography. You're partly like a character.
Less reliable.
Right. You're implicated.

Neil Goldberg, Wild Animals Eat My Family and Me (Jeff and Hyenas), 2015, graphite on paper (Collab with Kerry Thompson)
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Let's talk about Wild Animals Eat My Family and Me.
So elusively titled, isn't it?
It's a series of graphite drawings. I notice that the infant (who is strangled by a snake) is the only one who appears to be conscious, and
in a state of anguish.
Remember the magazine Highlights For Children? They have it at pediatrician's offices. You might be too young.
No I do remember seeing it at the doctor's.
OK, so they would always have a wildlife illustration and there was often something borderline sinister about it. And I have a distinct memory of
there being an image on the cover of a piglet being squeezed to death by a python, which couldn't have been there. That's over the line! So I
created that Highlights cover as part of the show, and that's also what the image of the baby is based on.

Highlights, 2012, marker and gesso on found object
Do these graphite drawings belong to, subvert, or invoke a specific tradition?
I'm getting a lot of "I didn't know you drew!" I didn't draw them. They were a collaboration with Kerry Thompson, who is very interested in the
tradition of wildlife illustration. We spent a lot of time reworking them. I wanted to invoke Audubon. And I was thinking what if humans were
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demoted in the food chain?
People might think they are a bit Goya-like.
I'm getting Goya a lot. But I didn't want the impact of it to be about disembowelment.
To depict disembowelment in Goya's time and ours may be quite different.
That's a good point. When you and I could right now get a really explicitly detailed, high-definition video of someone getting their head slowly cut off,
it probably does mean something different.
How does identifying these figures, who are about to be ravaged, as members of your family change the way we look at the images?
That they are members of my family is essential to my own experience of the pieces. So much of wanting to make these pieces was wanting to see
what that felt like to see them. What would it mean for other people? Well, you want there to be stakes in your work. I think if we're talking about the
availability of images of incredible horror-- we don't feel a type of empathy or compassion or identification...
Unless it's personal?
Yes. So I wanted that experience. And with these images I really wanted to have the opportunity to be a spectator to my own work, in a sense.
By having someone else execute the drawings?
Yes, with me kind of choreographing it.
A removed involvement.
Yes. Almost like being at a restaurant and ordering something to eat.
On May 10th at 7:30pm Goldberg will present an evening of storytelling related to the exhibition at Participant Inc. More details here.
Joseph Keckler is an interdisciplinary artist, writer, and operatic bass-baritone whom the Village Voice named "Best Downtown Performance Artist"
in 2013. Follow him onTwitter.
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